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Abstract

How important are Undergraduate College Academics after graduation? How much do we actually remember after we leave the college classroom, and for how long? Taking a look at major University ranking methodologies one can easily observe they consistently lack any objective measure of what content knowledge and skills students retain from college education in the long term. Is there any rigorous scholarly published evidence on retention of long-term unused academic content knowledge? We have found no such evidence based on a preliminary literature review. Furthermore, findings in all research papers reviewed in this study were consistent with the following assertion: the Ebbinghaus forgetting curve [Ebbinghaus 1880-1885] is a fundamental law of human nature – in fact, of the whole animal kingdom and applies to memory of all types: verbal, visual, abstract, social and autobiographical. This fundamental law of nature, when examined within the context of academic learning retention, manifests itself as an exponential curve halving memory saliency about every two years (what we call “Ebbinghaus Speed”). This paper presents the research group’s initial hypothesis and conjectures for college level education programming and curriculum development, suggestions for instructional design enhancing learning durability, as well as future research directions.

“Six verses of a poem require for learning not only three times as much as two but considerably more than that.”

Ebbinghaus (1885)

“We find that our working stock of ideas is narrowly limited, but that the mind continually recurs to them in conducting its operations, therefore its tracks necessarily become more defined and its flexibility diminished as age advances.”

Francis Galton, F.R.S. (1879)
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1 INTRODUCTION

How important are undergraduate college academics after graduation? How much effort do we put in understanding retention of learning after graduation, and how is this reflected on the job market? When Steve Balmer, arguably the highest paid employee ever, attended his alma matter for a guest lecture⁵ entitled “Most of what I needed to know I learned at Harvard” stated in the first slide: “… And it wasn’t in the classroom”. In general, college academics taught in the classroom don’t seem to be recognized explicitly by public market indicators. As an example, MIT was ranked number one in the world by US News Report in the latest ranking available⁶, however taking a closer look at the ranking methodology one can see it does not include any metric of what students retained from the classroom. In fact, all major market ranking methodologies consistently lack any objective measure of student college academic retention ([MIT office of the provost 2012]⁷). Google, the best company to work for according to Fortune⁸, has reported to the New York Times⁹ that transcripts “don’t predict anything” so they have stopped asking for them, unless you are a few years out of school. As a result google has been hiring an increasing number of employees without postsecondary education degrees. Google’s

---

⁴ Part of this research was done while Prof. Subirana was a Visiting Scholar at the MIT Office of Digital Learning
⁵ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hlKF6iMECs (accessed Feb 2017)
approach is consistent with the notion that everything is forgotten as our review shows. For example, 9 MIT freshman physics students majoring in either physics, aeronautics & astronautics or mechanical engineering, were retested in their senior year on the same subject and performed worse on average and only one, the second worst performer\textsuperscript{10}, did significantly better (20% better) in the subject at graduation [1]. Could it be that Steve Balmer, shortly after leaving Harvard forgot all academics he had been taught?

In the last decade of the XVIII century the interest in how memory worked followed the discovery of neurons by Santiago Ramón y Cajal [2] and was addressed by a number of researchers from different angles [3], [4], [5]. In memory retention, seminal research was published by Ebbinghaus in the period 1880-1885 [2, 6]. After doing various recall tests using himself as a subject, he postulated memory retention follows an exponential forgetting curve with a decay rate whose length depends on the task. Many studies on autobiographic memory have taken place since then, and results show decay following similar patterns. Can it be that remembering academic content follows a similar model?

Taking the findings of the Ebbinghaus studies under consideration, we focused our efforts on identifying whether there is any evidence against the following conjecture: “Academic content retention follows the Ebbinghaus forgetting curve with a decay of about 50% every two years”. We are concerned with identifying research providing two warrants: an academic-related performance metric and a related memory retention metric estimated after a period extending over two years at least.

To put things in context and to illustrate the relevance of our research goals with an example, if this universal law is confirmed, it would mean that when a US doctor starts performing, retention is less than 5% of unused freshman academics. Introductory biology may probably have been reviewed and hence significantly better retained than linear algebra. The level of retention of algebra, instead, would be of such a level that only basic concepts may be remembered while the ability to do any abstract operations is completely lost at that stage – and again, this remembering of basic concepts would disappear almost completely a few years into practice, hence, why studied it in the first place?

In section 2 we review the methodology used, in section 3 the findings of this preliminary review and we conclude in section 4 with some conjectures and suggestions for future research.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Description of the review methodology used

The review methodology used consisted on two searches for papers citing Ebbinghaus 1885’s paper [6], one search in Google Scholar and one in the Web of Science. The two resulting lists where sorted into three groups, papers published in 2014-2016, papers with high-impact (cited over 100 times), and the rest. The papers from the first two groups, approximately 100, where then split among two of the authors in the author list for further analysis. Each author perused fifty papers, and when appropriate referenced papers also, in order to identify the retention interval of the reported experiments and the disciplinary domains researched. All papers were classified based on the relevance to either academic learnings or long-term retention (long-term was over two years), based on the application domains (STEM, language, autobiographical, other non-academic) and based on the subject types (students, animals, others). Papers including experiments falling in several categories were included in all.

2.2 Discussion of the methodology

The choice of a methodology focused on finding papers referencing Ebbinghaus is based on the assumption that if there is any research relevant to learning retention, it would either reference the Ebbinghaus work or it would be referenced by one of the papers that reference Ebbinghaus. This resulted in a number of reviews on the subject that did not contradict any of our conjectures, which strengthen our belief that we have reached all major types of research on the subject.

\textsuperscript{10} The student was at 40 on a renormalized to 100 scale, and performed at 100 at graduation. It can be argued this is an outlier or simply had a bad day in Freshman physics (or lucky at graduation).
2.3 Study limitations

Despite conducting the search using two of the most widely popular scholar databases, we understand there is the risk of missing relevant papers in the case they might not reference Ebbinghaus, or in the case they might not be references in any of the papers analyzed in this data set.

3 RESULTS

3.1 We forget at the "speed of Ebbinghaus"

The single and most relevant finding of our research, one we can assert categorically (pending a full review), is that there is no single research experiment providing scientific evidence that academic content learned in college, subsequently-unused, is forgotten at a different speed than the one predicted by the Ebbinghaus curve: halving retention every two years. By scientific evidence we mean an experiment that has been at least repeated once, is rigorous, repeatable and relevant. A small number of papers identified challenging the forgetting curve did not appear to be providing enough evidence in order to facilitate repeatability of the experiments, and in the process, left many questions unanswered as we will see when we present the handful of papers in this category. On the other hand quite a lot of experiments, presenting evidence about forgetting at Ebbinghaus speed were often presented rigorously and appeared replicable – most, however, were short-term interval experiments testing learning up to some weeks or months after initial learning occurred.

3.2 Universal Evidence in the Animal Kingdom

Rubin and Wenzel [7] analyze 210 data sets from research spanning one century and find not a single one spanning more than a year in the field of education. There is a group of papers that analyzes biographical memory which focuses in periods up to 20 years long. Rubin and Wenzel analyze various types of curves finding four of them match equally well all data sets less than a year old and report the longer memory loss ones (several years) require a slightly different kind of curve. This is relevant for our research for two reasons: first, based on their search there are no papers on academic memory loss that expand beyond one year (except a handful such as Bahrick’s research on language education that we will review latter in the paper) and second, the longer term memory optimally fitting curve may be slightly different than the short term one but with a curve that is essentially of the same type. In fact, they explicitly indicate their results can not rule out the conjecture that the underlying curves are exactly the same. Murre and Dros [8] have also tested various formulas to replicate the Ebbinghaus curve over a period of one month finding even more consistency with our main claim. Using on-line software [9] retention findings on language acquisition are consistent with forgetting curve up to a year, at least, with a sample of over 125,000 students. The noise in their results suggests there are many factors that influence retention as we will see in the next sections.

Rubin and Wenzel's conclusion that short-term learning decay can be modeled by a given universal function is consistent with the overwhelming evidence that forgetting is unavoidable and fairly independent of anything other than initial learning. Neither population aspects (such as age, intoxicated levels or amnesia conditions [10, 11, 12]), learning process [13, 14], nature of the task (e.g. autobiographical memory [15, 16], meaningfulness and difficulty [13]), dependent variable (% correct, d', log d, ebb, p/(1-p), odds ratio [7]) nor test procedures (recall versus recognition [17, 18]) have been shown to alter the forgetting process. Rubin and Wenzel [7] also review 37 experiments showing animal memory also behaves similarly. Yin et al [19], in experiments with Drosophila show the effects of CREB in long-term memory [20]. In fact, like in humans, mass-practice without rest-periods in Drosophila seem to prevent long-term learning and lack of practice (or re-learning) results in no memory at all. As Tsai [21] first pointed out, unless there is relearning, forgetting seems to exhibit a decay curve that depends only on initial learning (the similarities between humans and Drosophila in this regard illustrate just how brutal nature is about forgetting everything that is not used).

3.3 Autobiography

Autobiographical memory of college is most likely forgotten also at “Ebbinghaus Speed”, and perhaps at exactly the same rate since there are no experiments found (so far) showing a different behavior between the two. College is often linked to some major changes in personal life providing a good ground for testing forgetting of unused memories (and a possible comparison with academic content). Unfortunately, we have no research comparing the decay of autobiographical memory with that
of college academics, however, existing research on autobiographical memory also confirms an exponential type retention function [16]. Existing research extends this hypothesis beyond the simple effect of time and show other factors determining overall remembering behavior [22, 23, 24] such as a performance increase the more cues given, but still, even with cues, forgetting occurs at Ebbinghaus speed (albeit slower than without cues). Similar results where found by Reiser et al [25]. This connection may also explain other aspects such as inaccuracies and overconfidence of personal recall [26], even to the extent of lowering accuracy below guess levels [27]. Burrell et al [28] showed emotional stimulus greatly increase retention (while unemotional stimulus brings no salient retention). Nickerson and Adams [29] demonstrated that even everyday objects are not well remembered and argue that only “useful” information is memorized. In other words, we only store what we really need. Autobiographical memory seems to have a role in how we view ourselves and the distribution of memories over a lifespan (for adults 70+) depends on psychosocial preferences and culture but exhibits an overall n-shape retrieval curve [30].

Accuracy of autobiographical memories has been addressed by various experiments showing unintuitive results [31]. Loftus and Palmer [32] demonstrated the choice of question influences memory interpretations (“smashed into” versus “touched each other” yields significantly different estimates for collision speed given the same collision’s video with differences of over 30%) – an aspect which is of major concern in legal procedures. In history, memory is not only forgotten but distorted [33]. Hirst et al [34] in a 10-year experiment found rapid event memory forgetting occurred during the first year but then leveled off soon after that. Inaccurate memories where formed during the first year and persisted in time (unless persistently corrected by outside forces). More worrisome, we tend to believe we know things better than we really do.

3.4 Permastore and second language acquisition

Bahrick [35] performed a longitudinal research which attempted to demonstrate that some language learned at school can be retained for long periods of time. The possibility of a constant term is also discussed by Wixed [36] in the context of reviewing work on Jost’s law of forgetting [37] and Ribot’s law of retrograde amnesia [38]. The research hypothesis was that forgetting stops after a number of years once knowledge has been “solidified” and hence the notion of “permastore”. Bahrick pioneered a methodology that could well be used in other subject domains. Unfortunately, at this point it is unclear whether and how the findings may extend to other domains and the research has not been replicated. In contrast, Hintzman [39] provides evidence that what’s behind Bahrick’s findings is simply grade inflation, and not any permanent memory recall. The domain of language may also prove a tricky one for two additional reasons, first, Spanish is the second language in the US leaving the door to some possible re-use as part of the daily life of subjects, and second, we have some innate language abilities that may confound the results.

3.5 The retention of “Hard” knowledge like STEM subjects

Many of the subjects in STEM are never used after the final exam, are difficult to master, and arguably completely unrelated to innate abilities, making them ideal to test the hypothesis that unused college academics is forgotten at “Ebbinghaus speed”. Again, all research evidence is consistent with our hypothesis. However, findings of the analysis of this review show that, despite the rapidly growing number of publications in the field, practically all of them study memory retention by researching the retention of learning of elements unrelated to sophisticated STEM concepts; such as syllables, series of words, words in a foreign language, personal experiences, number series, emotional memories. The number of studies that explored memory retention by studying STEM related content appeared to be extremely few and leave many doors unexplored [40].

About 50% of what is learned in a Mechanics freshman class is lost by the senior year [1] unless it is re-used, in which case performance may even improve. The research is inconclusive as to the reasons for such improvement nor gives any hints as to how to increase (or measure) retention. Sayre et al [41] also show that retention and mastery are correlated with practice but again, in a short-term analysis and without any hints for improvement. The literature referenced in both papers suggests a lack of careful analysis of the important topics covered in both these papers. Strategies for re-learning may vastly improve retention and should be further researched. Direnga et al [42] showed that members active in the subject show improvements which may mean that Ebbinghaus speed does not applied if “similar” concepts are reviewed. Fritz et al [43] tested retention over a 6-month period and found using a simple model to explain a concept is equal to a sophisticated model in terms of retention of medical instruction suggesting other factors, such as emotional impact, are essential to retention.
Some work exists in retention of STEM education at the high-school level which may be relevant to College Academics. Grundmeyer [44] found two months and a half after taking tests, A level high-school students score 25% lower on the same tests (imagine what would happen after two years) and B and C students scored 35% lower than their original scores. This suggests undergraduates are better (since they lose about 30% the first year and 50% in two years [40]) and is possible that certain subjects exhibit longer term retention than others – independently of the shape of the forgetting curve. By raising initial learning, college educators may delay memory decay but not necessarily impede it – without additional research, they do so blinded to what learnings move to long-term memory and how to approach lifelong learning (and re-learning when necessary).

Custers and ten Cate [45] suggest that very little knowledge is lost after 1 or 2 years after it has been used but then it follows a forgetting curve and about 15-20% is retained 25 years later. However, this research has not been replicated and is based on basic science which opens the door for the same issues discussed on our permastore discussion above (most notably Hintzman’s grade inflation hypothesis and the potential re-use/re-fresh of basic science). It is hard to imagine basic science concepts are not reviewed in the daily life of a medical doctor, suggesting they test retention of used material (not of unused material as we are interested in here).

3.6 Vision and other “naturally” long-term retention skills

Is there a stock of memories that humans retain long-term? Walking? Faces? If not, what is the stock of functions that humans naturally “re-fresh”? Is there a cultural imprint set at youth that remains imprinted over time regardless of future living conditions? If the answer to any of these is no, how can we explain “pre-wired” skills? Are not this remembered long-term? The boundary between the two is a subject we feel should deserve further attention. We have not seen any significant connection in the literature between any of the “naturally” long-term skills and what students remember years after graduation. There are indeed domains where there seems to be long-term learning effects like stereoscopic vision or even face recognition, which exhibits special long-term retention [46], seems to be hardwired from birth [47] and may have all together a different mechanism [48] with age-specific after effects [49]. There exists a lot of research about newborn visual perception mechanisms [50] that seems to develop in the last weeks of pregnancy [51]. In any case, accuracy perception seems to be impaired [52] suggesting limited cognitive reasoning. There does not seem to be any links between face recognition and regular learning other than perhaps as an anchor in which to build learning memories. Similar mechanisms may exist for more general image memorization [53]. For example, in cats, some basic visual skills, such as perceiving vertical lines, can only be learned and retained if practiced in the first three months of life [54]. In fact, from an evolutionary point of view, images and faces may be among the oldest memory retention tasks for survival reasons (to recognize friendly encounters and avoid invading dangerous settings or old enemies). Face recognition seems to follow also the Ebbinghaus curve [60] even when one can expect some degree of transferability or reinforcement (but even unused childhood languages are forgotten…). Image recognition seems to be very common and abstract in birds [55, 56] while math is not [57]. In non-human mammals, there is evidence that some various mathematical abilities are possible, to an extent somewhat controversial in the literature [58] which raises doubts as to whether basic mathematical skills that seem retained many years beyond graduation are simply a basic elaboration of what we can do without formal learning – a conjecture that has not yet been researched based on our survey. Support for this conjecture can also be found in infants, since they can discriminate between 2 and 3 objects in their first week of life [59] and 6 to 12 objects when they are only six-month-old, long before the emergence of language [60], suggesting sophisticated pre-wired mathematical abilities in humans. The body of research that the papers referenced in this paragraph are part of, has been largely ignored by the pedagogical literature that we have reviewed (despite striking similarities between the forgetting curve in humans and in animals [7]). That over fifty years have passed since the publishing of Herstein’s [55] research without an impact in pedagogy gives a glimpse of how disconnected communities are.

3.7 Three unaddressed aspects of forgetting

There are three aspects of the long-term forgetting curve that have not been addressed holistically: What do we forget? What are the different variables that influence the rate of forgetting (other than time)? What is the impact on forgetting of various pedagogical approaches? We now briefly review these three questions in turn. On the first question, the vast majority of research focusses on retention of basic skills for less than a year. No retention of higher cognitive tasks has been found. For example, only the lower stage of Bloom’s taxonomy [61] has been analyzed despite it having been initially
introduced over 60 years ago. Surprisingly, the extensive literature on mastery has been largely ignorant of long-term effects. The focus has been on short term effects as if the goal was to master the subject for college education, i.e., to pass the exam and perhaps as a basis for subsequent courses in a particular subject line, but not to support a long-term career. I.e., none of the work reviewed so far addresses the question of what is it we want to measure in terms of college academics: is it the recall of basic concepts? Is it the ability to solve problems? Is it the ability to relate the subject to other forms of knowledge? Is it the ability to find relevant information about the subject when there is a need for it? Is it the ability to re-learn the subject? Is it the increase in the size of the cortex? All studies focus either on exam repetitions or on basic concept recall leaving a lot of room for speculation of what are the answers to the above questions. Richardson-Klavehn and Bjork [62] perform a very extensive review with about 300 references of the different ways to measure memory including free recall, cue recall and recognition. Unfortunately, here we are interested in very long term retention and all they discuss is short term memory (less than a year) – however, one should be able to use the same measure for short term and for long term experiments. Ellis et al [63] make the case that A level students and tutors remember content better the first years which is consistent with mastery impacting retention. Once a mastery threshold is lost, all students may retain the same amount. A related issue largely unaddressed in the literature is what collective knowledge (not individual) is forgotten. Argote et al [64], show evidence of how knowledge learned in an in-the-job setting is rapidly forgotten, with over 72% of knowledge being forgotten the first year.

On the second question, the forgetting curve may be shaped by factors that have not been reviewed in the literature, perhaps not even addressed or ever suggested including a more complex set of values (e.g. affection and social interaction [65]), memory flaws [66], type of memory [67, 68]. Wixted [69] suggests that perhaps there is a different behavior between memories that have not consolidated and those that have. Another related aspect that has not been addressed is when is memory “refreshed” or “practiced”, in other words, when should we re-set the clock to zero. If we review derivatives, are we also implicitly reviewing integrals? If we review how the Pythagoras theorem can be derived, are we also reviewing how it can be applied?

Finally on the third question, there seems to be a disconnect between learning science methods and long-term retention. Among all perused, too many to cite, all papers measuring performance improvements do so in the short term. These include papers on scheduling (massed practice, variation, retrieval learning, spaced retrieval, segment learning, interleaved learning), content presented (germane cognitive load, clean content organization, present with context, advance organizers, goldilocks’ principle, embodied cognition), medium used (audio or graphics, graphics and text, audio and text, clean, drawing by hand over CAD, social context, projects, tutorials, hand-drawing, student learning), role of testing (pick the right assessments, worked examples, unsolved problems for experts, elaboration, reflection, depth & breadth discovery), feedback (Delayed feedback, cognitive feedback, cognitive tutors) and pre-conditions (Pretesting, curiosity matters, grit, intent makes a difference). Metzler-Baddeley et al [70] conducted an experiment that illustrates a possible way to test retention effects. They compared adaptive and non-adaptive training with mix results. They found adaptive learning has some advantages over non-adaptive learning but recognize the effect is small and that it is unclear if it is adaptive spacing or repetition that has the bigger effect. Learning engineering will certainly develop ways to track long-term retention, but not to date.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have not found any research evidence that unused academic content is retained long-term – all the literature surveyed is consistent with an “Ebbinghaus forgetting law” that is universal across the animal kingdom. Forgetting seems to be a very fundamental process in the brain (we are constantly forgetting at Ebbinghaus speed) that has been shown at the cell level and in many other species. We have not yet identified any paper supporting the conventional wisdom claiming that what you learn in college and retain long-term is “how to think” or some “metacognition skill”. No paper seems to look at whether there is a correlation between type of memory and retention rates. However, the number of papers addressing directly long-term retention is very small and many issues remain to be researched as was discussed in the previous section. If forgetting follows the Ebbinghaus curve, how can we measure the strength of a memory in a way that can help us predict it’s future forgetting and optimal subsequent practice? No research was found on the most effective practice schedule to predict forgetting, nor to insure long-term retention of a subject. More worrisome, the work on long-term autobiographical memory suggests humans distort memories at a very rapid and broad pace, while
remaining falsely confident of their retention rates suggesting that academic content, and associated confidence, may also be distorted as time goes by.

This does not mean that going to college is of questionable value nor that all content is forgotten. We remain strong believers in the greater value of college education and there are numerous pieces of evidence suggesting there is. The brain may behave a bit like regular physical muscles and practice may increase their ability to absorb new material as shown with the growth of cortex in learners or even taxi drivers [71, 72, 73]. Going through the hurdles of a college education may signal grit or even further develop it. The head start on the establishment of a professional network may also be behind the value of a college education. The field of economics, although disconnected from memory retention research, has produced a lot of results on the value of a college degree. We do not intend to review in detail this body of research because it is beyond the scope of this paper and because we have not found a single paper that connect economics and memory retention, which, again, should provide some hints as to what is it the role of memory retention in college graduation value. Research shows that subject grades are a good predictor of academic success. For example, high-school grades seem to be a good predictor of college success [74], but grades don’t seem to be a good predictor of professional success. The literature on economics seems to distinguish a “signaling value” for BA graduates that has only two levels, or two curves of success, BA graduation and ivy league graduation [75, 76, 77]. A proper technology for researching forgetting may have an impact in policy decisions, for example, in choosing between accelerated and non-accelerated formats (e.g. [78]).

Our review has prompted a number of other conjectures and open issues consistent with the papers reviewed which we feel deserve future research. If it is true that long-term retention is only achievable through subsequent use, we should aim to target academic content at building expertise – but what is expertise in a field? Should the four-year college model be re-designed into a part-time longer period so that more practice can be built over a long-period to ensure better learning? Is the forgetting domain-specific?

Our review is consistent with some practical advice that requires further research. Most notably the key practical advice from our research is that one should just accept the truth: forgetting is unavoidable. Humans in the jungle seem to have evolved to best memorize one year or two (so that only repeated things get memorized), and with time, say 10 years, mastery reaches its peak. The stronger you memorize something, the higher you start on the forgetting curve and the longer you have before reviewing is your only retention option. If interested in learning for life, one should budget time for re-training before forgetting occurs (and not sooner), even a mild contact with memory makes it extend its useful life. Make it a habit to review your class notes, books or even video lectures. First mastery, then retention strategy is what most affects the degree of learning (many heuristics have been suggested). Plan to use the skills you know in the following two years (and if not, intensively re-train). Unless you objectively test your memory, your perception of accuracy will certainly be wrong and it may be too late when you find out. Your capacity to memorize does not age, your memories do. Your first job may be the most impactful decision in terms of how valuable your time at school was (BA, M.Sc, PhD). If related to your field of study you may be able to use the knowledge and vastly improve the forgetting threshold. If not, in two years you may lose everything you got out of it.

At the functional level, our review has not found any model of forgetting that helps predict all the memory retention behaviors described and the realm of the unanswered covers basic issues such as whether the mechanism for retention differs depending on the interval. For example, our review is consistent with three broad operational models of long-term memory: the first one, which we call the ECM model (Ebbinghaus Continuity Model) by which the same effects that are seen short term apply long term with different “parameters”. This would explain why things are so easily forgotten and there should be a call to action in terms of finding optimal re-practice scheduling alternatives that extend the longevity of relevant learnings. Under this model, aspects like emotion, embodied cognition or grit simply modulate an underlying Ebbinghaus-like decay. The second one is that there is a different type of memory mechanism that applies long-term which does not follow the Ebbinghaus curve, perhaps one that is more connected to emotions and less to short-term memory. Just like we have nuclear, gravitational and electric forces, each of which applies at a different level, we may have a “one-year” mechanism that applies to attain mastery but that there is a second one that applies in the long term. This second view may be consistent with some of the differences found in memory performance across experiments. The human brain may have adapted to a dual memory system, a four-season one-shot mastery-optimized cycle (that explains the perverseness of the short-term memory research and curriculum planning) and a longer-term memory system that operates under different norms retention-based where loyalty and group values predominate and where mastery is not as important. A
third one would be that memory is alive, it behaves as a constantly changing organism that has a life of its own. It operates by guessing what we need from it and selectively forgets and evolves suggesting people forget what they learn in college because they sense it’s useless beyond an exam, not because Ebbinghaus dictates it.
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